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eric gill (1882-1940) - our archive home - (evan gill, bibliography, no. 636.3, p. 291) eric gill, clothes: an
essay upon the nature and significance of the natural and artificial integuments worn by men and women .
robert gibbings: a centenary exhibition 1989 - reading - proofs of the canterbury tales, 1929, printed on
vellum, with wood engravings by eric gill letter from robert gibbings to geoffrey whitworth, 1924, written
immediately on his arrival at the golden cockerel press. the eric gill exhibition and the art ofselection the eric gill exhibition and the art ofselection eric glii was an extrnord inarily prolific artist, ii has been
estimated th: u he made over 1,000 engravings; he created a numbe r of important type faces, including
joanna, perpetua and gill sans, which have rnairuained their popularity as good, modern typefaces and are
now even available on computer disk; his inl1 uence as a bo k designer was ... wood engraving mmfadocents - copper-plate engravings and had a distinctive white-on-black character. wood- ... 20th
century when remarkable achievements were made by eric gill, eric ravilious and others. though less widely
used now, the technique is still prized in the early 21st cen- tury as a high-quality specialist technique of book
illustration, and is promoted by the society of wood engravers who hold an annual ... journal jpsbrary.utoronto - the appearance in i990 of the second edition of eric gill: a bibliography pre- pared by d.
steven corey and julia mackenzie and the catalogue of the 199 i uni- versity of toronto exhibition entitled eric
gill, his life and art will be welcomed eric gill - university of texas at austin - bibliography of eric gill, page
proofs, with proof of portrait frontispiece, laid in a copy of the dust jacket, xv, 222 pages, 21-31 october 1952.
included with 27 f i n e p r e s s b o o k s s h o r t l i s t (new series) - folio, 186, (2, colophon) pp. printed
in red and black in a fraktur type designed by edward johnston, title-page by eric gill, 80 wood-engravings by
edward gordon craig, including one tinted with blue and one of stars with color highlights. blackwell s rare
books private press & illustrated - gill (eric) clothes. an essay upon the nature and significance of the
natural and artificial integuments worn by men and women. jonathan cape, 1931, 30/160 copies of the first
edition signed by the author, 10 wood-engravings (3 full-page) by eric gill, pp. [viii], 196, [4], 8vo bound by
stuart brockman (with his ticket) in full transparent vellum over black and white geometric design with blue ...
eric fitch daglish (1892–1966): naturalist, illustrator ... - eric rowton gill (1882–1940), were his close
friends. in 1920, daglish exhibited three in 1920, daglish exhibited three wood engravings at the opening
exhibition of that society. the journal of religion - journals.uchicago - the engravings, by eric gill, are
excellent. with the typography these form the with the typography these form the best features of the
book.-donald w. riddle. wednesday 1st october 2014 - bearnes hampton & littlewood ... - wednesday
1st october 2014 okehampton street exeter ex4 1du. wednesday 1 yeer art and art reference lot 1 - 60 ... gill,
evan r. - bibliography of eric gill, illustrated, cloth, 1972 giedion-welcker, carola - paul klee, illustrated, cloth.
with 4 others relating to gill and graham sutherland. (6) £60-£80. 25 . gotch, j. alfred - architecture of the
renaissance in england 2 vols, plates, org ...
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